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approach for internal fluorescent
molecular rotor chalcone surrogates for DNA
biosensing applications†

Ryan E. Johnson,a Makay T. Murray,b Lucas J. Bycraft,a Stacey D. Wetmore *b

and Richard A. Manderville *a

Fluorescent molecular rotors (FMRs) are critical tools for probing nucleic acid structure and function. Many

valuable FMRs have been incorporated into oligonucleotides, although the methods of doing so can be

cumbersome. Development of synthetically simple, high yielding modular methods to fine-tune dye

performance is crucial to expand the biotechnological applications of oligonucleotides. Herein, we

report the utility of 6-hydroxy-indanone (6HI) with a glycol backbone to serve as a handle for on-strand

aldehyde capture as a modular aldol approach for site-specific insertion of internal FMR chalcones. Aldol

reactions with aromatic aldehydes containing N-donors proceed in high yield to create modified DNA

oligonucleotides, which in the duplex match the stability of the fully paired canonical B-form with strong

stacking interactions between the planar probe and the flanking base pairs, as evidenced by molecular

dynamics (MD) simulations. The FMR chalcones possess remarkable quantum yields (Ffl up to 76%) in

duplex DNA, coupled with large Stokes shifts (Dn up to 155 nm), light-up emissions (Irel up to 60-fold)

that span the visible region (lem 518–680 nm) with brightness up to 17 480 cm−1 M−1. The library also

contains a FRET pair and dual emission probes, suitable for ratiometric sensing. The ease of aldol

insertion coupled with the excellent performance of the FMR chalcones permits their future wide-spread

use.
Introduction

Fluorescent probes are critical tools for sensing the structure,
dynamics, and binding interactions of nucleic acids.1–3 Fluo-
rescent molecular rotors (FMRs), such as thioavin-T (ThT),4

and cyanine dyes,5 are extensively utilized for DNA sensing6–8

because they possess segmental mobility, with low intrinsic
uorescence in the unbound state, and with large emission
intensity upon DNA binding due to enhanced dye rigidity.9,10

They are commercially available, or readily synthesized, making
them simple to employ.11 However, because they are free in
solution, they can suffer from false readouts, slow response
times, and cannot provide site-specic information.

Internal FMRs remediate label-free drawbacks due to site-
specic attachment to nucleic acids. Additionally, internal
reporters can provide direct uorescent signaling for metal
binding,12 hydrogen-bonding,13,14 hybridization,15–17 changes in
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pH,18 topology switching,19,20 and protein binding21–25 with fast
response times that are resistant to false readouts.26 As such,
they represent a powerful tool in life sciences. Internal FMR
probes are either canonical (base-pairing capable) or non-
canonical (lack of base-pairing, enhanced p-stacking).1 Canon-
ical probes may be further divided into uorescent nucleobase
analogs (FBAs), which are capable of directly base-pairing with
a complementary nucleobase,12–15 and conjugates, in which the
FMR is attached to a native nucleobase by a exible tether.23–25

For the nucleic acid community to widely adopt internal FMR
probes for biosensing strategies, synthetically simple, high
yielding modular approaches are needed. In this way, tunable
FMR probe libraries can be easily created and surveyed to arrive
at desirable probes that are amenable to high-throughput DNA
preparation and analysis. FBAs oen involve complicated multi-
step syntheses to generate a single probe,12–14 which lacks post-
synthetic uorophore tuning/modularity should performance
be inadequate. Non-canonical surrogates16,27,28 and
conjugates23–25 are conducive to modularity, but the typical
strategies are cumbersome, requiring the synthesis of each FMR
dye and internal DNA handle (Fig. 1).

Our modular approach unies dye synthesis and covalent
attachment via utilization of dye building blocks as chemical
handles (Fig. 1).29,30 In this design, the push–pull uorophore is
divided into the donor and acceptor components and
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Fig. 1 Conceptual comparison of modular approaches for the cova-
lent insertion of FMRs into oligonucleotides.
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assembled on the DNA strand using DNA-compatible chemistry.
Initial efforts employed a 4-bromoaniline (4BAn) handle con-
taining an (S)-glycol backbone for on-strand Suzuki–Miyaura
cross-coupling reactions31 with arylboronic acids containing
electron-withdrawing substituents to create push–pull biaryls
(Fig. 2A).29 We also utilized an (S)-glycol-3-formylindole (3FI)
building block for on-strand Knoevenagel condensations with
heterocyclic quaternary salts for insertion of cyanine-indole
hemicyanines (Fig. 2B).30 However, in these designs the donor
component with rotatable bonds served as the handle and it's
close proximity to neighboring bases of the single-stranded
DNA (SS) led to a restricted environment with high back-
ground signal with minimal light-up uorescence upon
hybridization. Additionally, both linear dye types caused duplex
destabilization and the probe libraries lacked diversity.

Based on these observations, we sought to reduce back-
ground uorescence via distancing of rotatable bonds from
neighboring bases in the SS. This suggested reversal of probe
orientation with attachment of the rigid acceptor as the internal
DNA handle. To achieve this goal, we selected 6-hydroxy inda-
none (6HI) as a modular template due to its ability to create
uorescent chalcones through aldol condensation, which
should possess fewer rotatable bonds in the SS stack (Fig. 2C).
Furthermore, it was anticipated that this strategy, which
permits condensation with the vast variety of aromatic alde-
hydes used for the creation of uorescent chemosensors for
analyte detection,32 would afford highly diverse probe libraries,
unlike our previous efforts using on-DNA Suzuki–Miyaura cross-
coupling (Fig. 2A)29 and Knoevenagel condensations (Fig. 2B).30

Chalcones are unexplored as DNA uorescent probes, but the
free dyes exhibit brightness comparable to commercial uo-
rophores along with FMR character.33–35

Herein, we demonstrate, to the best of our knowledge, the
rst example of an internal label which is capable of aldehyde
capture to generate a donor–acceptor FMR library. Aldol reac-
tions proceed in high yield with relative synthetic simplicity for
universal appeal. Notably, the resultant FMR chalcones are
highly diverse and efficient, with excellent brightness and turn-
on uorescence for monitoring binding interactions by the
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
modied oligonucleotides. Advantages of FMR chalcones over
other available state-of-the-art internal nucleobase probes is
discussed.

Results and discussion
Synthesis and on-strand aldehyde capture

We rst focused on attaching the commercially available N,N-
dimethyl-4-formyl-aniline (An6HI) with the exocyclic amine
donor substituent. The 6HI-glycol phosphoramidite (Fig. 1C),
was easily accessible (2 steps from 6HI and the known DMT-(S)-
glycidol, see ESI† for experimental, Scheme S1, Fig. S1–S3 for
NMR and Fig. S6, S7 for HRMS) and compatible with standard
solid-phase oligonucleotide synthesis (coupling times, reagents
and cleavage from the solid support and deprotection using
30% NH4OH for 2 h at 65 °C). The 6HI handle was initially
inserted into the G7-site (X) of NarI12 (5′-CTCGGC-X-CCATC-3′),
which was previously utilized as a substrate for 4BAn29 and
3FI,30 and places the dye in a CXC sequence context. As an
authentic standard for the on-strand reaction, the entire An6HI
phosphoramidite (Fig. S4, S5 for NMR and Fig. S8, S9† for
HRMS) was also synthesized and incorporated into the G7-site
of NarI12 using standard solid-phase DNA synthesis. In addi-
tion, the free chalcone was prepared through aldol condensa-
tion of 6-methoxy-indanone (6MI) with the aniline aldehyde,
which afforded a single product with the chalcone in the E-
conguration, as evidenced by NMR spectroscopy (Fig. S10†).
Chalcones can undergo photochemical E/Z-isomerization when
treated with UV light (345 nm).36 For example, the An7HI isomer
is obtained exclusively as the E-isomer and generates 10% of the
Z-isomer following 2 h irradiation. The chemical shi of the
olenic proton is diagnostic of isomer formation and resonates
at 7.55 ppm for the E-isomer of An7HI in CDCl3, which shis to
6.98 ppm for the Z-isomer.36 For An6MI, the olenic proton
resonates at 7.65 ppm in CDCl3 (Fig. S10†), conrming E-isomer
formation. Throughout our studies samples were stored in the
dark under refrigeration and were not treated with strong UV
light for extended periods of time.

Two methods were used for on-strand aldol synthesis
involving an enamine approach through piperidine addition
(Method 1 (M1)) and an enolate strategy involving treatment
with NaOH (Method 2 (M2)). For NarI-An6HI synthesis, M1
produced 45% yield of product (reaction yields obtained via
HPLC), while ∼90% was obtained using M2 with almost
complete loss of the NarI-6HI starting material, as evidenced by
HPLC analysis (Fig. 3A). Both methods provided clean HPLC
traces for conversion of NarI-6HI into NarI-An6HI. The product
identity was conrmed by ESI-MS analysis and through separate
solid-phase synthesis using the intact An6HI phosphoramidite.
The aldol methods were then extended to a wide range on N-
donor aromatic aldehydes (Fig. 2C), which varied in donor
strength, ring size, polarity, and extent of conjugation to
generate a library of chalcones with broad color palette (Fig. 4A
and B). The aldehyde library also contained the uorescent 7-
(diethylamino) coumarin aldehyde (Cou), which serves as
a donor for the creation of dual-emitting probes for ratiometric
detection strategies.37,38 The entire chalcone library was
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 4832–4844 | 4833



Fig. 2 Modular approaches for internal FMR nucleobase surrogates using DNA-compatible on-strand reactions. (A) Suzuki–Miyaura cross-
coupling to generate push–pull biaryls. (B) Knoevenagel condensation to afford cyanine-indole hemicyanines. (C) This work using aldol
condensation to create chalcone FMR probes. Red arrows in the dye products indicates rotatable bonds.
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generated using the milder enamine approach with yields
ranging from 35–90%. For the harsher enolate method, high
yields of An6HI, Nap6HI, Th6HI and Ind6HI were obtained,
while Ju6HI, ETh6HI and Cou6HI (Fig. 3B) were sensitive to
NaOH and could only be obtained using M1 (see ESI† for HPLC
chromatograms and ESI-MS of modied oligonucleotides).

Photophysical properties of free chalcones

Members of the library were isolated as free dyes through aldol
condensations with 6MI to measure their photophysical prop-
erties in MeOH, 75 : 25 glycerol : MeOH and 1,4-dioxane (Table
S1, ESI†). In MeOH the chalcones have molar absorption coef-
cients ranging from 20 000 cm−1 M−1 for Nap6MI to a high of
50 000 cm−1 M−1 for Th6MI. The probes are weakly emissive in
MeOH and in 75 : 25 glycerol : MeOH the chalcones exhibit red
spectral shis in both excitation (Dlex, up to 45 nm) and
emission (Dlem, up to 32 nm) maxima with turn-on (Irel) uo-
rescence from a low of 5.6-fold for Ind6MI to a high of 17-fold
4834 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 4832–4844
for Ju6MI, which conrms their FMR character. In aprotic
dioxane the chalcones display blue spectral shis compared to
their maxima in MeOH (Dlex, up to −27 nm; Dlem, up to −55
nm). Quantum yields (F) for the probes in dioxane ranged
from 0.03 for Ind6MI to 0.16 for Ju6MI for Irel values ranging
from 4-fold to 166-fold compared to their emission intensity in
MeOH. Thus, the probes possess FMR character and positive
solvatochromism, which can both act to increase their uores-
cence intensity. The two factors can be distinguished based on
spectral shis, with blue shiing of lem suggesting that positive
solvatochromism is contributing to their light-up response.

Chalcone performance in NarI12

The optical response of the internal probes to hybridization
within the G7 site of NarI12 was initially assessed by pairing
Ind6HI, An6HI, Nap6HI and Th6HI with the model tetrahy-
drofuran (THF) abasic site (Table 1, Fig. 4). This served as a test
for FMR character, because the conned intrahelical vacant
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 3 (A) RP-HPLC chromatograms for on-strand aldol reactions post ethanol precipitation: (i) chromatogram of NarI starting material; (ii)
chromatogram following reaction under conditions of Method 1 (M1) to generate the NarI-An6HI product; (iii) chromatogram following reaction
under conditions of Method 2 (M2) to generate the NarI-An6HI product. See ESI† for full experimental details. (B) General scheme for the on-
strand aldol condensation with respective structures and yields from the described synthetic methods (M1/M2).
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space restricts probe rotation to mimic a medium of elevated
viscosity.15 The duplex (DS) thermal melting temperatures (Tm)
with the chalcones opposite THF closely matched the Tm of 64 °
C for the native NarI12 duplex containing a G:C base-pair (Table
1). For comparison, the native NarI12 DS with G paired opposite
THF has a Tm of 45 °C.We previously obtained Tm values∼53 °C
for linear biaryl surrogates paired opposite THF,29 and ranges of
Fig. 4 (A) Normalized excitation and emission spectra generated by fo
stock solutions containing internal Ind (green), An (yellow), Nap (orange
tographed. (C) Emission (i–iii) and UV-vis (iv–vi) response of Nap, An and
carried out at 5 mM duplex in 100 mM NaCl, 50 mM phosphate buffer at

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
51–61 °C for cyanine-indole dyes.30 Clearly, the bent chalcones
t better within the DS with more favorable stacking interac-
tions to match the thermal stability of the fully paired canonical
duplex.

The four probes displayed light-up emission upon hybrid-
ization, with Irel values ranging from 3-fold for Th6HI to an
impressive 75-fold for Nap6HI (Table 1 and Fig. 4C) with only
ur representative chalcone FMRs spanning the visible region. (B) DNA
) and ETh (red) probes were illuminated with ultraviolet light and pho-
Th FMRs to duplex hybridization N= THF withinNarI12. All experiments
pH 7.0 at room temperature.

Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 4832–4844 | 4835



Table 1 Melting temperatures and photophysical properties of modified NarI12 duplexes

5′-CTC-GGC-X-CCA-TC-3′

3′-GAG-CCG-N-GGT-AG-5′

Xa N Tm
b (DTm) (°C) lex

c (Dlex) (nm) 3max (cm
−1 M−1) lem

c (Dlem) (nm) Irel
d Dne (nm) F

f Bg (cm−1 M−1)

Ind THF 65.7 (1.7) 448 (4) — 515(−7) 7 67 — —
Ind C 64.7 (0.7) 448 (0) 24 000 514 (−8) 5 66 0.09 2160
An THF 62.1 (−1.9) 472 (−2) — 578 (−4) 8 106 — —
An C 62.7 (−1.3) 471 (−2) 24 000 578 (−4) 7 107 0.49 11 760
Ju C 63.4 (−0.6) 508 (−10) 23 000 607 (−4) 16 99 0.15 3450
Nap THF 63.6 (−0.4) 473 (32) — 614 (−2) 75 141 — —
Nap C 62.1 (−1.9) 472 (31) 16 000 613 (−3) 60 141 0.27 4320
Th THF 64.4 (0.4) 532 (−7) — 577 (−4) 3 45 — —
Th C 64.3 (0.1) 533 (−6) 31 000 579 (−2) 3 46 0.42 13 020
ETh C 61.9 (−2.1) 581 (−31) 28 000 677 (−3) 8 96 0.13 3640
Cou C 59.6 (−4.4) 521 (0) 29 000 611 (−6) 2 90 0.34 9860

a See Fig. 3B for donor abbreviations. b Tm values of NarI12 (5′-CTCGGC-X-CCATC) DS (5 mM) measured at 260 nm in 50 mM sodium phosphate
buffer, pH 7, with 0.1 M NaCl, heating rate of 0.5 °C min−1, errors are ±1 °C; DTm = Tm (modied DS with probe (X) opposite N = abasic site
(THF) or C) − 64 °C (Tm of native NarI12 DS containing X = G paired with N = C). c Values in brackets represent wavelength shis in DS
relative to SS. d Relative emission intensity of the chalcone probes in the DS versus SS. e Stokes shi in nm for the probes in the NarI12 DS.
f Fluorescence quantum yield of chalcone probes in the NarI12 DS with N = C measured by the comparative method using either uorescein
(Fs = 0.95) in 0.1 M NaOH or rhodamine 101 (Fs = 1.0) in absolute ethanol as uorescent standards, errors are ±5% obtained from three
measurements via titration of labeled NarI12 into excess complementary oligo. g Probe brightness (F$3max) in the NarI12 DS with N = C.
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minor blue-shis in lem (−2 to −6 nm) suggesting that rotor
character was mainly responsible for their turn-on emission.
The probes also displayed bathochromic (red) shis in their
absorbance maxima upon hybridization (Fig. 4C (iv–vi)). The
Th6HI analog provided the clearest example of this concept
(Fig. 4C (vi)), in which two well dened absorbances were
present in the SS (stacked at ∼545 nm vs. unstacked at ∼490
nm). Hybridization caused loss of the 490 nm absorbance to
create a single peak at ∼545 nm. Interestingly, the bulky donor
Nap6HI probe exhibited little amount of “stacked” structure in
the SS (Fig. 4C (iv)). Consequently, this probe provided the
weakest SS background uorescence (Fig. 4C (i)) and the
greatest Irel upon DS formation.

The entire chalcone library within NarI12 was hybridized to
the complementary strand with the probe opposite the natural
C base. Changing the opposing base from THF to C had
minimal impact on duplex stability (Tm). Photophysical
parameters for the probes in the DS, including molar absorp-
tion coefficients (estimated from values for the unmodied
duplex (X = G)) and F values afforded brightness (3max$F)
values for the chalcone library. The brightest probe was the
thiophene analog Th6HI (13 020 cm−1 M−1) followed by An6HI
(11 760 cm−1 M−1) and Cou6HI (9860 cm−1 M−1). The best light-
up probe was clearly Nap6HI (Irel = 60-fold), followed by Ju6HI
(16-fold), with An6HI and ETh6HI (8-fold) tied for third (Table
1).

The impact of An6HI and Ind6HI on the NarI12 DS was
analyzed using circular dichroism (CD) measurements
(Fig. S17†) and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations (Fig. 5).
The native NarI12 DS displayed roughly equal positive (275 nm)
and negative CD bands (250 nm) for B-form DNA with MD
simulations providing standard B-DNA features (Fig. 5A)39

including long-lasting interstrand hydrogen bonds (93–99%
4836 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 4832–4844
occupancy, Table S7†), average base–base rise (Table S8†) and
average helical twist (Table S9†). When G7 is replaced with
An6HI or Ind6HI, the CD spectra maintained positive CD
intensity at 275 nm but displayed diminished intensity of the
negative CD band at 250 nm and this feature was more
pronounced for NarI12 containing Ind6HI than An6HI
(Fig. S17†). These spectral changes suggested more A-like
character for the modied DS structures.31 MD simulations
suggest that both An6HI and Ind6HI intercalate between the
anking base pairs and displace the opposing C (Fig. 5B and
S44†), predominantly into the major groove. Stacking with the
anking base pairs is more persistent for Ind6HI (Fig. S47D†),
while steric clashes between the terminal methyl groups in
An6HI and the deoxyribose of the extrahelical C result in greater
dynamics of An6HI opposite C (Fig. S46D†), which marginally
disrupts stacking with the anking base pairs (Fig. 5B). In
addition, there is a reduction in the canonical helical twist angle
in the base pairs anking the dye (54.0° (An6HI), 47.9° (Ind6HI)
versus 71.3° in native NarI12, Table S9†). The loss in helical twist
allows the dye to stack effectively with the anking base pairs
(Fig. 5D and S47†). The remainder of the helix maintains
canonical B-DNA structural features, including persistent
hydrogen bonding in the base pairs anking the dye (Table S7†).
Thus, MD simulations predict chalcone-mediated local DS
perturbations with loss in helical twist consistent with more A-
like character (Fig. S17†).39

When G7 in the NarI12 DS is opposite THF, the model sugar
adopts an extrahelical position (Fig. 5C and S48†), which elon-
gates the backbone and increases the base pair step proximal to
the THF site (Table S8†). This distortion is accompanied by
kinking of the backbone (by up to 123.3°), which is consistent
with previous reports of a signicant decrease in Tm for
duplexes containing a THF residue.40
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 5 Representative MD structures of NarI12 DS containing (A) canonical G (magenta) opposite C (magenta), (B) An6HI (yellow) opposite C
(light blue), (C) canonical G opposite THF (pink), and (D) An6HI (yellow) opposite THF (pink). Base–base stacking occupancies are provided. All
images are side views from the major groove. Water, ions, and nonpolar hydrogen atoms are hidden for clarity.
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The incorporation of THF into DNA generates an intrahelical
void for accommodation of the dye. Indeed, as found when
canonical G7 resides opposite THF, the THF moiety adopts an
extrahelical position opposite the FMR probes, which permits
the probe to span the interstrand distance unperturbed (Fig. 5D
and S44†). As noted with the probes paired opposite C,
a reduction in the helical twist angle occurs in the region
surrounding the dye (52.3° (An6HI), 49.1° (Ind6HI), 71.3° for
native, Table S9†). A complete discussion of the computational
results can be found in the ESI.†

The impact of oligonucleotide length on light-up emission
upon hybridization was tested with the Nap6HI probe inserted
at G7, C13 or A17 of NarI22 (i.e. 5′-CTC-GGC-G7-CCA-TC-C13-TT-
A17-CGA-GC-3′). For Nap6HI at G7 within NarI22 and NarI12,
direct comparison of its light-up emission response was moni-
tored as a function of temperature using uorescent thermal
melting experiments (Fig. S18†). The nativeNarI22 DS possesses
a Tm of ∼78 °C and thus, the emission of Nap6HI displayed
a sharp increase in intensity from 80–70 °C, which was then
followed by a linear increase in dye uorescence as the DS was
cooled to 20 °C. In NarI12, Nap6HI displayed an Irel of 50-fold
upon hybridization at 37 °C, which was reduced to ∼4-fold for
the dye within NarI22. The melting data demonstrated that
emission of the probe within the SS was 10-fold greater within
the longer 22mer sequence. Clearly, oligonucleotide folding
into secondary structures to increase dye rigidity is more
favorable for the longer 22mer compared to the 12mer. Melting
curves for the Nap6HI probe at C13 and A17 of NarI22 (Fig. S19
and S20†), led to similar conclusions.
Ratiometric response to duplex formation

The modular approach also permitted the selection of a FRET
pair which can be used to increase signal upon
hybridization.41–43 The Ind6HI probe can serve as the donor to
the brightly emissive Th6HI acceptor (Fig. 6A). Placement of the
acceptor (Th6HI, X) and donor (Ind6HI, N) into complementary
strands, with separation of three base-pairs afforded a FRET
efficiency of 85% (Fig. 6A). This FRET platform was able to
enhance the uorescent intensity response of the single Th6HI
in the DS from 3-fold (Table 1) to 18-fold with lex at 425 nm, and
40-fold with lex at 405 nm. Ratiometric detection via a single
probe possessing dual emission is also a powerful technique
utilized to help eliminate microenvironment interferences and
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
improve quantitative measurements.44 Within NarI12, both
Cou6HI (Fig. 6B) and ETh6HI (Fig. S21†) provided dual emis-
sion. For Cou6HI, preferential excitation at 415 nm gave rise to
emission at ∼490 nm for the coumarin donor, and internal
charge transfer (ICT) emission at ∼611 nm for the fully conju-
gated chalcone (Fig. 6B). Upon hybridization, only ICT uores-
cence at 611 nm was responsive, with little to no change in
coumarin intensity at 490 nm, which serves to calibrate probe
response (Fig. 6B). Similar results were observed for DNA
binding by a free coumarin–hemicyanine, which also displayed
preferential enhancement of ICT emission.45 Reasoning for
such a response was attributed to an increase in dye planarity
upon stacking interactions.
Impact of anking sequences

The DNA base pairs anking the uorescent probe within the
duplex can have signicant impact on its photophysical
properties.27–29 To address this issue, the An6HI phosphoami-
dite was used to prepare three 12mer sequences by solid-phase
synthesis. Two of the sequences were directly related to NarI12,
but the anking Cs were replaced by As or Ts to place the probe
in AXA and TXT sequence contexts, while the third sequence
was the NarI12 complementary strand, which placed An6HI in
a GXG sequence. Upon DS formation, An6HI was brightest in
TXT, displayed a signicant blue Dlem shi (−11 nm) in AXA,
and these changes differed from its response in CXC (Table 1)
and in GXG. These ndings prompted the synthesis of the
corresponding AXA and TXT 12mers containing Ind6HI, Th6HI
and Nap6HI to establish trends for chalcone response to
anking bases. These probes were inserted into the strands in
high yield using M2 (i.e., Fig. 3B).

All four probes were brightest in TXT, but the response of
Ind6HI was a clear standout (Table 2). This probe was dim in
CXC (Table 1, F = 0.09), but provided bright green uores-
cence withF= 0.76 for brightness of 17 480 cm−1 M−1 coupled
with Irel = 4-fold in TXT (Fig. 7A). We are unaware of an internal
nucleobase uorescent probe with greater quantum efficiency
in duplex DNA. The probe also displayed excellent brightness in
AXA (11 250 cm−1 M−1, Table 2 and Fig. 7A), and displayed
a 10 nm Dlem shi to the blue, suggesting probe positioning in
a less polar microenvironment within the AXA sequence
context, as noted for An6HI. Thus, the emission of Ind6HI is
highly sensitive to the nature of anking bases, while Th6HI
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 4832–4844 | 4837



Fig. 6 (A) Normalized fluorescence spectra for NarI12 duplexes displaying the spectral overlap between Ind6HI (donor) and Th6HI (acceptor)
and FRET response of Th6HI (X, flanked by Cs and opposing C) upon excitation of Ind6HI (N, flanking G and C with opposing G) at 425 nm upon
hybridization. Experiment carried out with 5 mM duplex in 100 mMNaCl, 50 mM phosphate buffer at pH 7.0. (B) Ratiometric response of Cou6HI
within NarI12 (flanked by Cs and opposing C) to hybridization with full-length complementary DNA. Excitation at 415 nm with 5 mM duplex in
100 mM NaCl, 50 mM phosphate buffer at pH 7.0.
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remained bright regardless of the anking sequence (13
020 cm−1 M−1 (CXC), 12 160 cm−1 M−1 (AXA) and 16 450 cm−1

M−1 (TXT)). Ind is a much weaker donor than Th and it is
speculated that p-stacking of the 6HI acceptor with electron-
decient anking Ts increases acceptor strength to promote
ICT for Ind6HI for enhanced emission. Conversely, in AXA the
Ind donor is anked by Ts to reduce donor strength and cause
a blue-shi due to the positive solvatochromism of the probe.
The Th6HI probe undergoes ICT regardless of the anking
bases. Compared to probe performance in NarI12 (CXC, Table
1), the Irel values were diminished in TXT and AXA, as the probes
were brighter in the SS. This was especially the case for Nap6HI,
which displayed a 5-fold light-up response in TXT, which was
reduced to 2-fold in AXA, compared to 60-fold in CXC (Table 1).

The nding that Ind6HI can serve as the donor to Th6HI in
a FRET pair (Fig. 6A) correlates with the wide-spread utility of
Table 2 Impact of flanking bases on thermal melting temperatures and

5′-CTC-GGN-X-NCA-TC-3′

3′-GAG-CCY-C-YGT-AG-5′

Xa NXN/YCY Tm
b (DTm) (°C) lex

c (Dlex) (nm) 3max (cm
−1 M−1)

Ind TXT/ACA 57.3 (−0.2) 450 (3) 23 000
Ind AXA/TCT 55.4 (−0.8) 445 (−2) 25 000
An TXT/ACA 54.5 (−3.0) 472 (−12) 32 500
An AXA/TCT 54.2 (−2.0) 463 (−2) 22 000
Nap TXT/ACA 55.7 (−1.8) 466 (20) 17 000
Nap AXA/TCT 52.6 (−3.6) 458 (22) 15 000
Th TXT/ACA 57.6 (0.1) 531 (0) 35 000
Th AXA/TCT 57.8 (1.6) 524 (−7) 32 000

a See Fig. 3B for donor abbreviations. b Tm values of 12mer (5′-CTCGGN-X
phosphate buffer, pH 7, with 0.1 M NaCl, heating rate of 0.5 °C min−1, erro
native 12mer DS containing X=G paired with C. c Values in brackets repres
the chalcone probes in the DS versus SS. e Stokes shi in nm for the probes
12mer DS measured by the comparative method using either uorescein
standards, errors are ±5% obtained from three measurements at differen
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the enhanced cyan uorescent protein (ECFP) variant to serve as
the donor to yellow uorescent proteins (YFPs) for cellular
imaging.46 The ECFP chromophore is a natural tryptophan
(Trp66) derivative,47 which is strikingly similar in structure to
the Ind6HI probe (Fig. 7B). Site-directedmutagenesis to vary the
amino acids interacting with the ECFP chromophore has been
used to improve brightness and the characteristics of ECFP for
FRET measurements.46 Our nding that the Ind6HI donor
possesses excellent brightness within TXT, while the Th6HI
acceptor remains bright regardless of anking sequence, will
aid in optimization of this new FRET pair for biosensing
applications.

Biosensing application

The ability of FMR probes to respond to changes in their
microenvironment provides a direct path towards their use in
photophysical properties

lem
c (Dlem) (nm) Irel

d Dne (nm) F
f Bg (cm−1 M−1)

516 (−4) 4 66 0.76 17 480
509 (−10) 3 (485 nm) 64 0.45 11 250
577 (−2) 2 105 0.46 14 950
566 (−11) 6 (545 nm) 103 0.49 10 780
612 (−1) 5 146 0.30 5100
613 (−4) 2 155 0.18 2700
579 (1) 2 48 0.47 16 450
574 (−4) 4 50 0.38 12 160

-NCATC, N = A or T) DS (5 mM) measured at 260 nm in 50 mM sodium
rs are ±1 °C; DTm = Tm (modied DS with probe (X) opposite C) – Tm of
ent wavelength shis in DS relative to SS. d Relative emission intensity of
in the 12mer DS. f Fluorescence quantum yield of chalcone probes in the
in 0.1 M NaOH or rhodamine 101 in absolute ethanol as uorescent
t DS concentrations. g Probe brightness (F$3max) in the 12mer DS.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 7 (A) Normalized fluorescence emission spectra for 12mer duplexes displaying the impact of flanking sequence on emission intensity for the
Ind6HI probe that were acquired using 5 mM duplex in 100mMNaCl, 50 mM phosphate buffer at pH 7.0, insert displays Ind6HI within CXC versus
TXT duplexes that were illuminated with ultraviolet light and photographed. (B) Comparison of Ind6HI structure, lex/lem and brightness in TXT
duplex DNA to the enhanced cyan fluorescent protein (ECFP) tryptophan (Trp66) chromophore within a protein matrix.
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aptasensor biosensing platforms.26 To highlight the potential
use of FMR chalcones for DNA biosensing applications,
a hybridization platform involving use of the quinine binding
(MN4) aptamer48 was employed. The MN4 aptamer is a 36mer
containing a dynamic triangular-shaped hydrophobic three-way
junction (3WJ), which was initially selected to bind cocaine.49

However, the aptamer exhibits ligand binding promiscuity and
interacts with other alkaloids, such as quinine, with higher
affinity.48 Our interest in MN4 and other 3WJ DNA aptamers,
stems from our recent nding that phenolic merocyanine dyes
bind selectively to 3WJs to provide an impressive turn-on uo-
rescence response.50 The free dyes can be utilized to detect
alkaloid binding through host-guest platforms, in which alka-
loid binding displaces the merocyanine dye from the 3WJ to
elicit a turn-off uorescence response.50,51

To employ an FMR chalcone for quinine detection using
MN4, the aptamer was split into two fragments by removing
three loop residues from stem 2 to afford an 11mer and 22mer
sequence. The An6HI probe was inserted into the G9 position
(X) of the 11mer, with anking A and G bases with the probe
opposite C (Fig. 8A). The split aptamer approach is used to
reduce background signal, as the two aptamer fragments are
only loosely assembled without target, but it also results in
reduced target affinity, which can compromise the sensitivity of
the aptamer sensor platform.52

Under optical conditions it was found that mixing the
modied 11mer (4 mM) with a slight excess of the unmodied
22mer (5 mM) provided only a modest increase in the emission
intensity of the internal An6HI probe (Fig. 8B). However, addi-
tion of excess quinine (200 mM) afforded a 3-fold turn-on
emission response compared to the 11mer/22mer mixture in
the absence of target. From quinine titrations a limit of detec-
tion (LOD) of 47 nM was determined in the buffer solution
(Fig. 8C). For comparison, we previously obtained an LOD of
130 nM for label-free detection of quinine through dye
displacement using the intact 36mer MN4 aptamer in buffer.
That the internal split aptamer platform outperforms the label-
free assay using the full MN4 aptamer is quite remarkable.52
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
Furthermore, the internal probe provides the highly desirable
turn-on emission response. Turn-off uorescent platforms are
not advantageous for trace analyte detection due to their
inability to provide a detectable signal change in contrast to the
high background emission.53

Chalcone performance and comparison to state-of-the-art

The synthesis and performance of the seven chalcones reported
herein represents their rst usage as internal FMR probes
within DNA oligonucleotides. Evaluation of recently published
internal nucleobase probes (Fig. 9), which are regarded as state-
of-the-art, highlights the many signicant advantages of our
simple modular aldol strategy to create internal FMR chalcones.

The main limitation of FBAs (Fig. 9A) involves their chal-
lenging synthesis. The trans-stilbene annulated uracil derivative
(tsT) involves a 10-step synthesis,14 while the ABN nucleoside
was prepared in 7-steps with an overall yield of 0.8% and it lacks
FMR character.54 The tsT probe possesses FMR properties, but
undergoes excitation at 310 nm, which is discernible from DNA
absorbance, but less so from protein, which limits its biosens-
ing applications for studying DNA–protein interactions. Nucle-
obase conjugates permit modularity and examples include dCVJ

and dCVDP (Fig. 9A), synthesized by the Hocek laboratory.23 The
nucleosides were converted into triphosphates for enzymatic
incorporation into oligonucleotides. This strategy lacks
universal appeal because it is technically challenging, involving
the tedious nucleoside triphosphate synthesis.55 Polymerase
synthesis then imposes limits on what structures will serve as
suitable substrates for enzymatic incorporation, as dCVJ was too
bulky.23 Peptide coupling strategies are more commonly
employed, as exemplied by the thiazole orange (TO) conjugate
ThC6-TOB6 (Fig. 9A), in which TO is connected to amino-C6-dT
(C6) via a hexanoic linker (TOB6).56 This design can limit site-
specic information because TO is not spatially xed and the
long linker separating it from the oligonucleotide can permit
intermolecular interactions57 in addition to the desirable TO
back-folding for intramolecular intercalation with DS DNA or
RNA.
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 4832–4844 | 4839



Fig. 8 (A) Sequence and general structure of the An6HI modified MN4 split aptamer. (B) Fluorescence emission spectra (lex = 475 nm) of the
11mer An6HI MN4 split aptamer (4 mM) in absence and presence of the 22mer (5 mM), and quinine (200 mM). Solution buffered at pH 7 using
15 mM sodium phosphate and 30 mM sodium chloride. (C) Detection of quinine using the MN4 split aptamer platform with An6HI. Conditions: 5
mM 11mer labelled with An6HI, 6 mM 22mer, buffered at pH 7 using 15 mM sodium phosphate and 30 mM sodium chloride. Measurements
performed in triplicate.
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For nucleobase surrogates (Fig. 9B) the Seitz laboratory has
meticulously optimized the performance of the TO family
(forced intercalation (FIT)-probes), while the Wagenknecht
laboratory favours cyanine-styryls because the probes are
photochemically more stable with larger Stokes shis than TO.
The TO dye also binds SS DNA, and to decrease uorescence
background the Seitz laboratory has inserted them into protein
nucleic acid (PNA).16 The FIT-probes also uoresce with higher
intensity upon hybridization with RNA than with DNA.16 The
best turn-on probe is the quinoline blue (Ser(QB)) derivative,28
Fig. 9 Recently reported internal fluorescent nucleic acid probes that
fluorescent base analogs (FBAs) that have base-pairing capability and con
linker to a natural base. (B) Nucleobase surrogates, which lack base-pa
styryls. (C) Far-red emitting probes that are exemplified by a member of

4840 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 4832–4844
while the oxazolopyridine analogue (Ser(JO)) lacks the turn-on
features of Ser(QB), but is very bright in a PNA : RNA hybrid.
Compared to the FMR chalcones, FIT-probes are brighter
because they possess larger molar absorption coefficients.
However, they are less efficient with very narrow Stokes shis.

For modular synthesis of DNA containing cyanine-styryls
a “click” approach has recently been presented, which
involves the synthesis of a glycol-based ethynyl handle, which is
then reacted with each dye azide via click chemistry.27 However,
the ethynyl handle requires synthesis as the H-phosphonate
are regarded as state-of-the-art. (A) Base-pairing probes that include
jugates in which the fluorescent reporter is attached via a non-emissive
iring ability, and include the thiazole orange (TO) family and cyanine-
the TO family of nucleobase surrogates and base-pairing conjugates.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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making it tedious to synthesize the ethynyl-modied oligonu-
cleotides using both phosphoramidite and H-phosphonate
chemistry. Focus was placed on screening pyridinium (shown
in Fig. 9B) and quinolinium styryl-indole dyes with azide groups
at different positions. Unexpectedly, no responses were re-
ported for three TO derivatives that were inserted into DNA
using the click approach, which severely limits its utility.27

The performance of three recently reported far-red emitting
probes (Fig. 9C) showcases the competitive advantage of our
modular aldol approach. Fluorophores that emit in the far-red
or NIR are in high demand to minimize autouorescence
interference for cellular bioimaging applications.58 The three
far-red emitting probes were created using typical approaches
with total synthesis of the far-red dye prior to oligonucleotide
attachment to an internal handle. Thus, out of necessity, the
probes are large with the thiazole red (Ser(TR)) FIT-probe being
non-responsive to hybridization,28 while the Cou-Btz analogue
displayed a modest turn-on response (1.3-fold).59 The BODIPY
dCMOB analogue displayed changes in emission lifetime to
protein binding (increase by ∼2.1 ns),60 but this requires
sensitive instrumentation to accurately measure small lifetime
changes in the nanosecond regime. In our aldol method, the
acceptor is placed within the p-stack of the SS prior to donor
attachment. This keeps the dye manageably small and able to
respond to hybridization with an 8-fold light-up for ETh6HI at
677 nm in a CXC sequence (Table 1), which is encouraging for
an internal far-red emitting probe.

Overall, the FMR chalcones out-perform the uorescent
readout of most state-of-the-art internal probes that are gener-
ally far more difficult to synthesize (Fig. 9). The only real
exception are the brighter FIT-probes which have been incor-
porated into PNA, and anked by LNA in RNA strands to
enhance quantum efficiency for cellular RNA imaging through
hybridization. FMR chalcones already possess high quantum
efficiency in DNA, which is far more cost effective and user
amenable in comparison to RNA and PNA synthesis. While not
discussed in this analysis, the Kool laboratory has developed an
in situ modular approach that utilizes an internal abasic (AP)
site as the handle, which is created through base-excision
repair, and reacted with uorescent probes to create an oxime
bond.61 This molecular biology approach is ideal for imaging
DNA repair in cells and tissues, but it appears to be a free-dye to
duplex platform making it challenging to make a direct
comparison to our hybridization results using the aldol
modular approach.

Experimental

All experimental procedures, HPLC chromatographs, MS, NMR
spectra, detailed computational methods are found in the ESI.†

Conclusions

Our goal is to develop internal FMR probes that are easy to
employ in DNA biosensing applications and can be made
amenable to high-throughput synthesis and analysis to keep
pace with the growing demand to generate large volumes of
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
oligonucleotides as therapeutics and biosensors. Our modular
aldol approach has a small number of high yielding steps to
create the chalcone-modied oligonucleotide that is readily
separated from excess neutral aromatic aldehyde by ethanol
precipitation. The chalcone surrogates effectively stack with the
anking base pairs to match the thermal stability of the fully
paired canonical duplex. They have remarkable F values (up to
76%) in duplex DNA, with excellent light-up emission upon
hybridization with broad colour palette. For the chalcones and
aldol modular approach our results reported herein for the
seven internal FMR probes just scratch the surface. Aromatic
aldehydes with various donor groups and substituents are
critical building blocks for the construction of highly diverse
and functional uorescent chemosensors. Furthermore, the
internal chalcone probes are structurally related to the chro-
mophores within the uorescent protein (FP) family that have
been extensively utilized by the molecular biology community
for cellular staining applications. This community has worked
hard to enhance their properties and we can use this wealth of
knowledge to optimize the performance of the internal chal-
cones. Our method paves the way for the larger biosensor
community to incorporate numerous aldehydes into nucleic
acids to expand their biotechnological applications. Current
efforts are focused on tuning the nature of substituents to
enhance dye brightness, optimizing the performance of the
Ind6HI/Th6HI FRET pair, and exploring the properties of O-
donor chalcones derived from phenolic aldehydes.

Data availability

Supporting data for this manuscript has been uploaded as part
of the ESI.†
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